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Dr. Buczynski: Hello everyone, we're back. This is the part of the week where we're going to focus on 
applying the ideas from all week to your work. I'm joined as always by my two good buddies, Dr. Rick Hanson 
and Dr. Joan Borysenko, who are both licensed psychologists.  

Let's jump in. I'm going to start by asking you what stood out this week? This week we'll start with you Rick 
and then go to you Joan.  

 

How Blame is Rooted in Humanity  

Dr. Hanson: A recurring theme throughout the whole week was that underneath so many of our troubles is 
some kind of positive, honorable, wholesome, adaptive desire that’s just gone awry.  

Part of the therapeutic process is to surface that underlying positive desire; this helps the person feel less 
ashamed of themselves and less divided internally. It gives them 
opportunities to feel witnessed and valued by the therapist, and 
then, also normalized in terms of the common humanity we share of 
these deeper positive desires. This also gives people opportunities to 
start recognizing in others what they are learning to recognize in 
themselves: the underlying positive motivations underneath our 
annoying qualities of the ways we get into trouble.  

That, to me, really stood out. It's a very helpful thing to be aware of them. It takes people into solutions and 
it's forward focused. There’s a deep, reasonably good, reasonable, and understandable desire beneath it all 
let's see if we can find a better way. 

Dr. Buczynski: How about you Joan? What stood out to you? 

Dr. Borysenko: I totally want to echo what Rick just said. I am always so struck by your humanity.  

In your interview you really brought across the deep longing underneath. I think we all have a longing for 
wholeness and we express it in different ways. You and Bonnie Goldstein both – we're looking at the fact that 
there's all different kinds of blames.  

Some of our blame is because we're trying to care for other people, and some of that is we blame them for 
our problems. A lot of it does have this very natural and global looking for wholeness, integration, and what it 
is to be deeply human.  

You also touched on something I think is very important to bear in mind and that is whenever we’re stuck in 
the cycle of blame, there's often self-blame associated with that, and regret and disappointment, that we 
can't do it some other way. That really needs to be looked at because that's the shadow side of blame; it's 
the way it tears us apart in our own hearts. I want to just thank you for your sensitivity.  
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Dr. Hanson: As always, I thank you too. And I thank Ruth and everybody watching.  

 

Four Causes of a Generational Tendency to Blame 

Dr. Buczynski: Moving on, quickly, Lynn Lyons talked about her work with families. She sees things like 
anxiety, OCD, and blaming others as deeply entrenched in that. It's also deeply entrenched throughout 
generations of a family. Can you share more thoughts on why that would be and what we know about the 
generations - the pass-down - of that tendency to blame? 

Dr. Hanson: That reminds me of my training in the eighties and also the Emergence in the seventies and 
eighties, of Family Systems Theory in which there was a growing focus on this notion of generational 
transmission.  

Going back there to our own roots, our elders, and people working in that territory, is really, really important.  

I want to mention four things, and as a bit of a frame remind us all of the George Orwell quote that to see 
what is in front of one's nose takes a constant struggle. I am going to see things that are in front of our noses, 
but it's fairly easy to lose sight of them.  

The first cause of generational transmission of blame is 
environmental. Very often there's a generational transmission of 
poverty, or people are dealing with situations down the generations 
in which they're discriminated against or prejudiced against. 
Obviously, they're in situations in which the major forces in their life 
are indeed external and there's a tendency to feel helpless in the 
face of them.  

This undermines the development of inner internal locus of control. People increasingly, understandably, 
attribute causality to forces outside themselves.  

I think situating what could seem like a local issue of a parent blaming a child or a child blaming a parent 
inside that larger context, and acknowledging and naming it, is respectful for the people who are at the effect 
of that. It ticks that box so they know we know as therapists that we get that part.  

A second thing to mention this under our nose, but to call it out, is a cultural or psychological transmission of 
patterns of behavior. That's a familiar subject. I'll just name it to move on.  

Then we have the genetic transmission of OCDishness or other kinds of issues. There's a fair amount of 
research, as you all know well, that there is a way in which there's a heritability of OCDishness, let's say, or 
other related issues like anxiety or depressed mood. I think of the clinical acronym SAD: sad-anxious-
depressed. He was fairly compulsive, and conscientiousness starts entwining here. I joke I'm trying at least 
one of the ten names for OCD. I don't know if there are ten, maybe there are twenty, or three. I got One-O.  

The fourth category, which is really interesting these 
days, is the epigenetic transmission of these tendencies. 
It's not that the genes themselves are changing. It's 
distinct from cultural or environmental momentums 
down the generation, but that life experiences of a 
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person shapes the expression of various genes. Then that epigenome is altered inside sperm cells and ovum, 
potentially, so the children inherit the epigenetic modes of the parents.  

That's an area, as you know, of enormous research. I've known people, for various reasons, had been 
systemically mistreated over the generations - generations of holocaust survivors for example.  

It was really helpful to help people identify almost a tendency, sensitivity, or a sense of drivenness towards 
something that was not their own, and yet it was alive and inside them. [It’s] very understandable when they 
look upstream at how their own parents and grandparents and other ancestors have been treated. 

 

The Relationship Between Substance Abuse Disorders and Blaming Tendencies 

Dr. Buczynski: Staying with Lynn Lyons for just a bit more and staying with her raising the whole issue of OCD 
and so forth, yes, often blame goes hand-in-hand with OCD. The idea [is] if only other people would follow 
the strict rules I have to follow, then I wouldn't have problems and so forth . . . if they do it in this pattern or 
stop walking on the cracks, or whatever. But what about other clinical issues that might go with blame, like 
anxiety or depression, for example? What are some other clinical issues that might make someone more 
prone to blame, and how do we help them stop blaming so they can start healing? 

Dr. Borysenko: Immediately, I had a neon light that flashed in my mind which said, "Well, of course, 
substance abuse disorders." It's such a common story.  

Somebody, let's say, with an alcohol abuse disorder, will say, "It's not my fault - it's my wife, she drives me to 
it," or "It's not my fault, my job is very stressful - it's my boss, he drives me to it."  

Then very often if you are trying to say something about let's say a spouse, child, or colleague, whatever 
"Hey, you're drinking too much," they will get turned on you and you get blamed. You got like, "Well, gee, 
Jenny doesn't bother me about this one. Can't you be more like her? I'm still functional. What's your 
trouble?" That is absolutely classic.  

We have an enormous amount of substance abuse disorders growing in our population. Of course, because 
of the opioid epidemic – consumptive treatment centers where the joke is, whatever happened to the good 
old alcoholic? This is now such a problem and it happens at such early ages.  

But the other side of the substance abuse sandwich is 
codependence, because it takes two to tango. The codependent is 
often blaming, terrified, anxious, depressed, and constantly saying 
"You welch on this, you didn't go to your meeting," or "Why don't 
you do something?" Then codependent gets stuck in a cycle of 

blaming. “What can I say?” There's often a feeling of such a tender place, and deep, deep pain and concern 
for the person, and concern for oneself.  

Oftentimes it's harder to heal from an attitude of codependency 
than it is to heal from a substance itself. As everybody who's ever 
worked in any form of addiction knows, healing from codependency 
and substance abuse take a long time to do. They're deeply 
emotionally ingrained and enmeshed patterns.  

“The codependent gets 
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Fortunately, I think we now have a better understanding of some of the brain science. Also, I think some of 
the new mindfulness-based programs do give people a bit more of an edge in being able to watch their 
behaviors, pause, be curious, understand, and then say how these are big ongoing wells of blame.  

 

Using Self-Compassion to Build Resources Against Feelings of Shame 

Dr. Buczynski: Sticking with this idea of what else is associated with blame, Bonnie Goldstein brought up the 
whole issue of shame and how shame can be underneath someone's blame of another person. Let's talk 
about shame and how you unearth it without triggering even more blame. 

Dr. Hanson: I thought that point was really interesting, deeply insightful, and helpful. So first, how does it 
happen?  

I think one part of it is that if someone feels shame – and there are variations on that – typically, with that 
sense of shame is an inner attacker of some kind or forces that are self-critical, demeaning, scorning, and 
tearing down.  

If a person is doing that to themselves, that's like a sword with two sides to it - with two edges - and they 
tend to be quite prepared to do that to other people as well. So just that faculty or capacity for harsh self-
criticism and contempt even, can be, first, applied to others; and second, to understand the mechanisms to 
fix it. I think, some of these people project onto others this classic issue that we are triggered by what we 
don't like in ourselves that others are now doing, and so what do we do about that?  

I find this self-compassion, as Kristin Neff and Chris Germer have developed, is really, really fundamental to 
build up that resource first before dealing with,  or alongside at least, a lot of the feelings of inadequacy and 
shame, and that inner attacker.  

Then [they are] moving from self-compassion to self-acceptance. I 
think that's a natural sequence in which a person is more able to be 
themselves and let themselves breathe and accept that these are just 
different parts of oneself, all right, and we want to manage them.  

A wonderful puppy metaphor is that the mind is like a puppy: it runs 
in different directions and the puppy goes in all kinds of problematic 
places, but we don't want to hate the puppy. We guide the puppy 
back again and again.  

We gradually teach it how to be, so we can deal with our tendencies 
including the ones that we feel ashamed of or angry about inside 

ourselves or in others. We can guide the puppies in others too but without throwing the puppy out the 
window.  

Dr. Buczynski: Yes. How could you hate the puppy? 

Dr. Hanson: I love puppies. 

 

“The mind is like a puppy: it 
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How Blame Affects the Body  

Dr. Buczynski: Let’s stay with Bonnie Goldstein just a bit more. She talked about how the client's body 
responds when they're blaming others. I have a question and I want to draw on some of your cell biology 
roots. In addition to outward signs Bonnie identified, what else is going on in the body when a client is 
defensive? What could be going on in the immune system or brain, for example, when a client is defensive? 

Dr. Borysenko: That's such a fascinating question because we both remember Candace Pert’s work very well 
that said it's a false distinction between body and mind. We have one system called the body-mind and 
everything is behaving as one. Your behavior or immune system are just part, or an aspect, of this one overall 
system.  

One of the things one often sees with blame - and it depends on the kind of blame - that the defensiveness 
(that particular kind of blame) and the body is really trying to protect itself.  

What you will often see, and this sometimes is surprising to people, is skin problems because skin is a 
boundary organ between the outside and inside world. What the immune system does is it says, "I'm going to 
protect this energy system...this person from invasion by foreign things like bacteria, viruses, worms, and all 
kinds of things like that."  

What we say in immunology is the immune system is trying to tell the difference between self and non-self. 
Blame is a very powerful metaphor for this where sometimes you're projecting something you don't like in 
yourself on other people. Other times you're blaming them, because you're defensive and trying to help 
yourself some time or another to survive. Very often the target area for the immune system in cases like this 
is the skin.  

I remember when I was back in Harvard there was a dermatologist who wrote a book called Skin Deep. You 
see things immediately in the skin like the vascular system, blushing, and alike but you will also see rashes, 
hives, and eczema. There are all kinds of external things that mirror internal things. Virtually any system of 
the body can respond to this because they're all the same.  

Another big part of this is often gastrointestinal problems that you see because it's actually starting with 
problems in the vagus nerve. The whole gut-brain access and gut-immune access are very closely alive with 
defending ourselves and that's what the immune system does.  

Dr. Buczynski: Thank you. That's it for us for this week.  

Now, we'd like to hear from you. How are you going to use these ideas in your work and with your patients?  

Please leave a comment below, and while you're there maybe go up and read other people's comments and 
even comment on their comments. That brings our whole community together. Meanwhile, we'll see you 
back here next week.  

Take good care everyone.  


